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December 19 to December 24
Those born on the Sagittarius-Capricorn Cusp will help shape the future. They
have an innate talent for sensing the way things should go and bringing them to
fruition.
They begin preparing themselves early for what life may bring. Their motto is
"Always be prepared." Not the most patient person on the block, they certainly
appreciate those who agree with their plans. If they don't find the cooperation they
need, they will forge on ahead on their own with no problem.
Sagittarius-Capricorn understands the power in silence. They have the ability to
utilize this to help their cause. Unless they exercise caution, they may find
themselves alienating those they work or live with.
Sagittarius-Capricorn needs to temper their intensity. This will allow them to
control their moods rather than letting their moods control them. They need to
focus on building and maintaining social relationships. If they are not careful, they
will close themselves off.
Sagittarius-Capricorn is practical and optimistic. They are outgoing, and can be
very friendly. Responsible and reliable, they are good to have at your side in a
pinch. They like things to work in traditional ways. They have a great sense of
humor. They like one-on-one competitions. They are devoted to their partners, and
great fun to be around. They like to explore new things, and want to experience as
many things as they can. Hard working, they are not easily deterred from their
goals.
The Cusp of Prophecy is known to be trustworthy, self-reliant, loyal, ambitious,
charming, practical, economical, shrewd, fun, responsible, warm, funny, optimistic,
romantic, playful, and enthusiastic. They can also be blunt, impulsive, vain,
aggressive and quick-tempered.

Individuals born on the Sagittarius-Capricorn cusp are inspired teachers, and they
are very fond of children. They make astute observations, and make excellent
critics, being just and fair. While they don't fall in love easily, once they do they are
faithful to the end. They give their best and expect the best in return. Methodical
and efficient, they complete every task to the best of their ability. They like to
travel and have an affinity to language.
Sagittarius-Capricorn is a great thinker, and sometimes is gifted with prophecy to
some degree. When these two signs work together in harmony, they have an
unparalleled ability to create successful ideas and bring them to fruition. They have
the determination to overcome whatever frustrations or obstacles as may arise
along the way. If you really want to succeed, hitch your wagon to a Sagittarius/
Capricorn Cusp to help you achieve your goal.

Sagittarians have a positive outlook on life, are full of enterprise, energy,
versatility, adventurousness and eagerness to extend experience beyond the
physically familiar. They enjoy traveling and exploration, the more so because
their minds are constantly open to new dimensions of thought. They are basically
ambitious and optimistic, and continue to be so even when their hopes are dashed.
Their strongly idealistic natures can also suffer many disappointments without
being affected. They are honorable, honest, trustworthy, truthful, generous and
sincere, with a passion for justice. They are usually on the side of the underdog in
society they will fight for any cause they believe to be just, and are prepared to be
rebellious. They balance loyalty with independence.
Sagittarians are usually modest and are often religious, with a strong sense of
morality, though they tend to overemphasize the ethical codes they follow and
worship beliefs about God rather than God Himself. This means that, negatively,
they regard rigid, unloving, intolerant adherence to ritual and conventional codes
as more important than the truths they symbolize or embody. They sometimes pay
lip service to religions and political parties in which they have ceased to believe
because the outward forms satisfy them, yet they may not hesitate to switch
allegiance in politics or change their system of belief if they see personal
advantage to themselves in doing so.

They have both profound and widely ranging minds, equipped with foresight and
good judgement, and they can be witty conversationalists. They love to initiate new
projects (they make excellent researchers) and have an urge to understand
conceptions that are new to them. they think rapidly, are intuitive and often
original, but are better at adapting than inventing and are at their best when
working with colleagues of other types of character that compliment their own.
They are strong-willed and good at organizing, a combination that gives them the
ability to bring any project they undertake to a successful conclusion. Their
generosity can be balanced by their extreme care at handling their resources.

gkraft’s interpretation of the above and his instincts...
I have never been one to pick a fight, or even want to get into a fight, so the recent
experience with Ancestry.com, although matching some of my expectations to
relation to a Viking background, has caused me to consider the why of stuff...
When I walk into a room, many times, people stop talking and look at me. So I
never have had any real reason to fear or expect negative reactions from others
because I look right back at them, eye to eye if possible. I guess sometimes others
think I am intimidating because of my size, but the truth is I am a gentle little kid,
when I can get away with it... and when conviction of a concept/belief is involved
I am a quick researcher and decision maker, and being “driven” to accomplish my
goals and objectives is involved and completely normal per my Sagittarius energy,
there is no time limit at my age. and the Tech is not here yet... therefore I have
worked for over 10 years on a project that has no end of job description...
a Digital Library. plus I might have died a couple of times along the way
(according to two different Doctors, at different times, I look pretty good for a
dead guy)...
I try my best to be as down to earth whether broke or rich, and honesty is
paramount to my Machiavellian intelligence a optimistic outlook of life and our
future. Optimistic, you bet! I am still here, and my ability to think clear and
concise is functional.
The real thing I am thinking about, is all the key people in the history of the world
that are my grandparents (according to Ancestry.com), and thus a bloodline of
unparalleled strength of power and control of the world, all in Gods name, in many
religious views from Christian, to Muslim, to Jewish, Goths, Druids, Odin, to
Enoch and Eden. Connect to my birthdate. but then Mom said... and her
bloodline is the most clear and concise I have found on Ancestry.com, so no
worry’s, everything will be beautiful, because that is the only view I have based on
the above Sagittarius Cusp information... and if I have to stand up to someone, put
me in coach. God Bless us all.

Creative Sagittarius Experiences:
The past two years have been curious. I had some success out of the blue? A
attorney for Microform Data Systems, contacted me nearly 35 years later. His
name was Dan Johnson of MorganLewis, he wanted to know if I was the guy that
created CARMS? Computer Assisted Records Management System, and I said
yes I am the designed CARMS. I go to Washington, DC and meet, he was a
typical stiff and crisp attorney, but friendly... I wondered why this was happening?
I had already signed a agreement, and had received a little info, but no details,
when I left they gave me the details. Within 81 ours of billable hours about one
half of what they told me to do, and then quickly backtracked when I sent them the
invoice and pressured me to lower the hours to under 100 hours. I had determined
in two weeks that the code in the Patent was over 66% IBM CICS!!
Since then I have had some strange things happen ... As a result, since I have
overheard comments about some of my intellectual property, I have located and
begun the storage of pertinent related info and content to be placed in my GHK
AiLibrary, at least if the Patent Process for Software is modified to the Original
Work and Prior Art, my kids and I may have some future income possibilities...
Gordon H Kraft’s Prior Art clearly shows his leading edge design of much of the
Application core and usage of the Internet today.
I remember meeting with Bob Metcalf of 3COM and talking about CARMS and I
think I gave him a copy of my whitepaper on CARMS that Jack VerHulst helped
me rewrite while I was working as the Director of Advanced Systems at
Microform Data Systems. I overheard someone mention his name, and I thought
that was odd. My ability to connect or integrate various bits and bytes of
information causes me to feel something is going on in the area of ownership of
Intellectual Property areas, including the Internet.
CARMS was based on a Page, fixed length FRAME with addressability of
individual workstations or CRTs, and index’s of the Documents stored on
microfilm or hard disk relating their location to the FRAME address, and the
system (I also designed the Microform Data Systems System/C) was designed
using a Tandem NonStop or Microdata Reality Virtual Machine that I specified to
use a Parallel wired multi-drop CRT that ran at over 1Million Baud, and could

display different data on 128 different screens in less than one second to all CRT’s.
similar to Ethernet...
The Microform System/C and CARMS projects were handed off to new Software
Development Managers at Microform, and I was promoted to the position of
National Sales Manager for Microform Data Systems, with offices in most major
cities. I went from Dir. Advanced Systems to National Sales Manager, never been
a salesman before?
Microform didn’t believe that we needed to run CRT’s connected in a multidrop
Parallel wired configuration because the 9600 baud CRTS of the day could not
possibly work for Directory Assistance Computer Microfilm, which I designed.
You should have seen one of those CRT’s page forward as fast as you could hit the
key, no delay, instant, this is what WideBand is about for the future... We did a
DMA transfer of the new screen data over a parallel wired network... RAM
memory straight out via the video controller that Microform designed... Put the
info in RAM and it was instantly onscreen! Addressed of course to the proper
CRT... While Manager of Software Development at Microform, I managed over
50 minicomputer and mainframe developers, including some notables, like Nancy
Grosch?, her husband was the Chairman of the ACM, Dr. Herb Grosch, oh back to
the days of the Fall Joint Computer Conferences... FJCC
the attorney with MorganLewis was the same one that defended Microform
against Hawaiian Tel. Microform failed to build the Parallel Video Interface for
the Tandem and tried to do it with normal speed CRT’s.

QAPlus ten years of innovation:
DiagSoft, Inc. of which I am the sole designer of all QAPlus products, is a basis of
many of todays Help Desk, Remote Tech Support (PC Anywhere was used but I
was the mover and shaker on getting people to use it for Tech Support, because of
my ETSC design and implementation) and I am credited as creating the PC
Diagnostics Industry by many. The dBase II logging of QAPlus Test Results for
multi PC Factory testing was fought by everyone in DiagSoft that worked for me, I
made them put it in... They didn’t believe it could work. It did.
Like the Traits of Sagittarius one can readily find on the internet, I am the
Sagittarius dude in almost every sense, and I know this because Sherri Merrifield
(my ex CFO’s wife) sent me a Astrology book all marked in yellow highlighter
over 15 years ago.
I found a video Favorite on RichardMann YouTube that was about Remote View,
RV, and fascinating parallel to some of my experiences...

Somehow I know this will all work out to a positive result. Must be the Optimistic
part of my Sagittarius Cusp, which by the way means a much more intense version
of a Sagittarius, if you check out the value of being on the CUSP... of course I
don’t believe any of this Astrology stuff, but it is compelling in a way.

from the smile of children forward...
Krystle and I, plus Eric and Vicki, had the chance to go to Europe as part of my trip
to visit Intel offices across Europe. We first went to Madrid and met with my
friend Jose Vellasco, who took us to the Prado Museum and showed us a giant
mural of the King of Spain and his Grandfather, the painting was about 50’ long, it

was impressive, and Jose was such a high energy guy I could feel the vibrations. I
think he said his grandparents owned the (Toledo?) steel mills of Spain before
Franco... a very historical family name in Spain. We were invited to his mothers
home for lunch, how about a 20 course lunch! The furniture in her home was from
around 1,000AD and was awesome and hugh and heavy dark wood, hand carved
massive stuff. Jose takes me to his friend the Travel Agent guy to setup the rest of
our trip. What I didn’t realize at first was that in Spanish he told his friend to make
us reservations in nothing but the best places... We drove a Avis BMW all over
Italy, Austria, Germany and Switzerland at maximum warp, the Italian Autostrada
has no speed limits like the Autobahn. While in Vienna (Wien) Austria, we went
into the St. Stephens Cathedral for a tour, and I still today can remember the
incredible interior, I just thought of all this because of being at Geraud DeLimoges
point in time, in Vienna. I found St. Stevens at a time of inspiration using Google
Earth, because I remembered walking down the narrow street with Krystle to the
center court area... this was a unusual experience.
Which is the intrigue of the Family Tree business, it is eternal. Just like the truth.
And it is my birthday and I can’t sleep.

birthright? During my time at DiagSoft, someone called me and left a message
from Newfoundland? always thought it had nothing to do with DiagSoft...

I grew up in Cheyenne Wyoming and went hunting on the Garton Plauga? ranch,
mr. Garton lived down the street in Cheyenne and was a friend of my dads. They
raised 500 head of black angus cattle up there in the Iron Mountain range of
Wyoming. I shot my first deer there, laying in the snow waiting, and then the
scope jumped and I couldn’t see the deer anymore... I learned that you eat what
you kill, and life is important. I also went hunting there with Jim Whiting my
buddy in Cheyenne with the old Buick with no top that we drove around Cheyenne
throwing snowballs out of the back seat full of snow... it was happy days. Jim
tried to lower some deer across a canyon and had a .44 Winchester, he fired off a
round above them to drive them down into the canyon, the round sounded like a
artillery round lobbing slowly across the canyon and hit one of the deer! We had to
go all the way over there and drag the dang deer back... happy days when you are
a 16 year kid.
Then I got to go to the Duck Camp that my dads friends owned on the North Platte
river near the big city of Henry Nebraska. The camp was an old cabin with a hail
damaged house trailer really big house trailer all dented up connected to the cabin,
and they had a Duck Blind built in the river bank using concrete and canvas, and
had a heater in them. And the Hancock’s Henry the State of Wyoming Game Dog
Lab. It was then that I learned that if you want to hunt ducks, you need a duck call
to get them into range...

Royalty Lines?

The Kraft family Tree has several Royal bloodlines according to ancestry.com now
showing four (4) somewhat parallel bloodlines.

1.!

Kraft side Ridenour and beyond Charlemagne the Great

2.!

Stauffer side Newcomer and beyond Charlemagne the Great

3.!

Stauffer side Blades and beyond Charlemagne the Great

4.!

Stauffer side Sigler and beyond Charlemagne the Great

All roads lead to Rome and the CAESARS... and beyond, such is the Ancestry.com
linked records, anyone near is sucked into the black hole. I only care about 1000
and beyond... maybe some exceptions. since I previously tracked and linked down
through Eden.
Richard the Fearless the Lionheart?
Eisenhauer?
Fust - Guttenburg?
and others... and the King of FRANCE? England? Scotland? Ireland? Denmark?
Norway? Germany? Franks? Byzantium Empire? Rome? The Grand of Kiev?

